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Connecting Minds Network

two events on

chessss

Code for Hermann: Enhanced Structural Summary
and Supplementary Scales

CHESSSS is an open source project for the Rorschach community
of practitioners and researchers. It can be freely distributed and
adjusted to one’s particular needs.
It is an efficient and user-friendly application. Its use and even its
programming do not require a high level of IT skills.
CHESSSS helps clinicians, researchers and students to manage their
own data as desired in a free and autonomous manner.
We are pleased to announce two events on CHESSSS: a presentation
of CHESSSS and a more in-depth look at its features and how it can
be used by Rorschach professionals.

CHESSSS:
www.chessss.org
Download software (free):
www.chessss.org/download-chessss

About the speaker
Patrick Fontan is a clinical psychologist.
He specialises in psychological assessment and is
currently undertaking research on psychometric
issues of the Rorschach Comprehensive System. He
is currently an assistant lecturer at Reims University,
France. While working on his doctoral thesis, he
developed CHESSSS software as a way of dealing with
data management issues related to the Rorschach
Comprehensive System.

Presenting CHESSSS: a free online seminar
Monday 21 October 2013
5.00pm, London (GMT); 6.00pm, Paris (GMT+1); 7.00pm, Istanbul (GMT+2)
12.00pm, Rio de Janeiro (GMT-4); 1.00pm, New York (GMT-5)

This 20 minutes online seminar will present an overview of CHESSSS including a
brief history of its development. The presentation will focus on the main innovative
features that have been developed. Guidance for installing CHESSSS will be provided.
To register:
www.connectingmindsnetwork.com/portfolio/chesssspresenting/

An Introduction to CHESSSS
Monday 11 November 2013
5.00pm, London (GMT); 6.00pm, Paris (GMT+1); 7.00pm, Istanbul (GMT+2)
12.00pm, Rio de Janeiro (GMT-4); 1.00pm, New York (GMT-5)

This in-depth 1h15 online seminar will include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Presentation of the software and interface
Overview of the features
Demonstration of scoring with CHESSSS
The new structural summary
Additional scales
Question and answer session

Participants will be sent an installation guide prior the seminar
and will be asked to enter a series of scores.

Fee: £19.99 (€24.99, $32.99)
To register:
www.connectingmindsnetwork.com/portfolio/chessssintro/

Useful information:

Connecting Minds Network
www.connectingmindsnetwork.com
cmn@connectingmindsnetwork.com
+44 (0)20 3239 0086

What is e-learning:
http://tinyurl.com/pvs32u9
How it works:
http://tinyurl.com/njg9h75

